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Using Modified Couple Stress Theory to Investigate the Size-Dependent
Instability of Rotational Nano-Actuator under Van der Waals Force
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Abstract
While experiments reveal that the mechanical response of nano-structures is size-dependent, classic continuum
theories are not able to simulate this size effect. In this paper, a non-classic continuum theory e.g. modified couple
stress theory is applied for modeling the size dependent instability of torsional nano-actuator. The constitutive
equation of the actuator is derived taking the effect of electrostatic and molecular forces into account. Variation of
the tilt angle as a function of the applied voltage is obtained and the instability parameters i.e. instability voltage and
instability angle are determined. Two actuators with different cross-sectional torsional beams are investigated as case
studies. Results show that when the thickness of the torsional beam is comparable with the intrinsic material length
scale, size-dependency of material characteristics can highly affect the instability parameters of the actuator. The
effect of van der Waals (vdW) molecular forces on the size-dependent instability is investigated. Furthermore, the
minimum gap between the mirror and the ground to ensure that the actuator does not adhere the substrate (due to
molecular force) is computed. It is found that proposed model is able to predict the experimental results more
accurately than the previous classic models.
Keywords: Rotational nano-actuator, Size effect, Modified couple stress theory, Pull-in instability, van der Waals
force

1. Introduction
With recent advanced in nanotechnology, torsional
actuators become one of the most important elements
in developing nano-electromechanical systems
(NEMS) and micro-opto-electromechanical systems
(MOEMS) [1,2]. The rotational nano-actuators have
wide range of applications i.e. microscopic
measurements, laser telecommunication, developing
micr-robots, etc.. Consider a typical torsional nanoactuator in Fig.1 which is constructed from movable
conductive component (mainplate) which is
suspended over a rigid fixed conductive component
(ground substrate). This type of ultra-small structure
has attracted attentions of many experimental and
theoretical researchers [3-5]. Applying a voltage
difference between movable and fixed components
rotates the movable component. By increasing the
voltage, the electrostatic torque overcomes the
mechanical torsion resistance. Hence, the mainplate
tilts abruptly into the substrate and the actuator
becomes unstable. This phenomenon that is known as
pull-in instability is a crucial issue in design
actuators. Determining the pull-in instability

parameters, i.e. pull-in voltage and angle, is crucial in
torsional actuator design. In recent decades,
simulation of the torsional actuators at micro-scales
(without considering nano-scale effects) has been
conducted by many researchers [6–10]. Previous
investigators have applied one-degree-of-freedom (1DOF) models to calculate the pull-in parameters of
torsional actuator [9-12]. Since the vertical
displacement of the movable component is usually
small, these models provide reliable results in most
cases. Other researchers have used a more precise 2DOF model to capture the torsion/bending coupled
pull-in instability of micro-actuators [13-19].
With a decrease in dimension from micron to
nanometer, the presence of van der Waals (vdW)
force can highly affect the electromechanical
behavior of the nanostructures. When the separation
between the conductive electrodes is typically less
than several nanometers, the vdW force can
considerably influence the stable performance of the
system. Effect of vdW force on performance of nanoswitches [20], nano-plates [21], nanotube-based
actuators [22] and nano-bridges [23] has been
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previously investigated. Other researchers have
studied the pull-in behavior of rotational systems
considering the effect of vdW attraction [17, 24-28].
Apart from the vdW attraction, another nano-scale
phenomenon
that
can
highly
affect
the
electromechanical behavior of systems is size
dependency of material characteristics. When
characteristic size (thickness, diameter, etc.) of a
micro/nano element is in the order of its intrinsic
material length scales (typically sub-micron), the
material elastic constants depend on the element
dimensions. It is well-established that mechanical
behaviors of micro/nano structure are size dependent
[29, 30]. Fleck et al. has reported the size dependency
of material for torsional elements [29]. In this regard,
size effect is a very important phenomenon that
should be considered in modeling the rotational
actuators with micro/nano torsional beams. Note that
classical continuum mechanics is unable to simulate
the size effect in micro/nano structures. Therefore,
non-classic continuum theories such as nonlocal [31],
strain gradient [30] and modified couple stress [32]
theories have been developed to model the size
dependent behavior of ultra-small structures. These
theories utilize additional material length scale
parameters and are able to capture the sizedependency of the constitutive material. Recently,
new modified couple stress theory has been proposed
by Yang et al. [32]. According to their theory, two
material constants in couple stress theory are reduced
to only one length scale parameter. In this view, this
modified theory has been applied to model microbeams by many researchers [33-37].
Modified couple stress theory has been used to
investigate the size-dependent pull-in instability of
beam-type NEMS [38]. However, to the best
knowledge of the authors, usage of modified couple
stress theories for modeling the size-dependent
instability of rotational actuators have not been
addressed in the literature.

Herein, the modified couple stress theory has been
applied to model the effect of size dependency of
material characteristics on pull-in instability of
rotational nano-actuators. The governing equation of
the system has been developed considering the
presence of vdW force. The pull-in parameters are
determined and effect of size dependency of material
characteristics on the pull-in parameter is discussed.
2. Governing Equation
Figure 1 shows schematic views of electrostatic
torsional actuator. The torsional mainplate suspended
by two elastic torsional nano-beams over the substrate
electrodes. In this model, small deformation
assumptions is used which acceptable in the
MEMS/NEMS literature. In this section the
governing equation of the rotational actuator is
derived. The list of symbols used in this article is
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of all design variables for the
torsional mirror

Young’s modulus of the torsion nanobeam
Poisson ratio of the torsion nano-beam

E

μ=E/2(1 +

)

Shear modulus of the torsion beam

a

Length of the main plate

b

Width of the main plate

L

Length of the torsion nano-beams

D

Gap between main plate and electrode

a1

Inner distance between two electrodes

a2

Outer distance between two electrodes

V

Applied voltage between the main plate
and one electrozde
Permittivity of vacuum
Planck’s constant divided by 2π

8.854×102 -1 -2
C
N m
-19
A =(0.4-4)×10
J

12

λPI

Pull-in voltage

PI

Normalized pull-in angle

Figure 1. Schematics view of torsional nano-mirror
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The minimum total energy principal is used to obtain
the equilibrium governing equation of the nanoactuator under the vdW and electrical forces.
According to this principal, at the equilibrium state,
the variation of the total potential energy of the
system with respect to all degrees of freedom is zero.
That the total potential energy of the torsional mirror
can be divided into the potential strain energy (torsion
nano-beams) and the energy of external loads
(electrostatic and vdW forces). Considering the rigid
mainplate in Figure 1, the total potential energy is
determined as

=2Welas  Welec  WvdW

(1)

where Π is the total potential energy of the system,
Welas , Welec and WvdW are the work of elastic
moment, electrostatic and vdW forces, respectively.
In equilibrium point, the variation of the total
potential energy of the system is zero. Therefore we
have:

=2Welas  Welec  WvdW  0

(2)

In the following the variation of Welas , Welec and

Welas 


 J  Jc  
L

It should be noted that Jc is a function of l which is the
length scale parameter applied in the modified couple
stress theory [28].
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By substituting equations (3), (4) and (5) into
equation (2) the governing equation of main plate
rotation calculated as

WvdW are calculated.
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By assuming small rotation which implies sin     
, equation (6) can be simplified and rewritten to the
following dimensionless form:
1
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(7-a)
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(6)

pull-in voltage (VPI) respectively. When the applied
voltage exceeds VPI, the electrostatic torque
overcomes the mechanical torsion resistance and the
main plate will abruptly rotate and pulls into the fixed
ground. For the actuator with given geometry, the
size-dependent pull-in angle ( PI ) can be derived
from equation (7) by imposing

d 2
0.
d

3. Result and discussion
(7-d)

(7-b)

  a2 / a

(7-e)

(7-c)

   / max

(7-f)

Equation (7) can be used to determine the equilibrium
angle of the main plate as a function of the applied
voltage. The critical values of tilting angle and
applied voltage are known as pull-in angle ( PI ) and

It is well-established that the elastic response of a
torsional beam depends on the geometry of its crosssection. Hence, two systems with different torsional
beam cross-sections e.g rectangular and circular
cross-sections are discussed as the case studies. These
geometries are of the most common cases that are
produced by the industrial fabrication methods. A
circular geometry with radius t and a square geometry
with half-width t are considered. For the case studies,
typical torsional mirrors with D=100nm, L=200nm,
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a=b=2000nm that operate in vdW force regimes are
investigated. The value of material elastic constant
and Hamaker constant are selected as 2.2×10-19J and
μ=66GPa, respectively.
In order to investigate the response of nano-actuator,
the relation between the tilt angle (Θ) and applied
voltage ( ) has been demonstrated in Fig. 2
neglecting the size effect. As seen, with increasing the
voltage, the rotation angle of the nano-actuator is
increased. At a critical voltage value, the tilt angle
increase even without increasing in applied voltage
Hence, the pull-in instability occurs and the mainplate
abruptly twists to the substrate. Furthermore, this
figure reveals that vdW attraction ( ) reduces the
pull-in angle ( PI and pull-in voltage ( PI) of the
system. Interestingly, the intersections of the curves
with the vertical axis reveals that vdW attraction
produces an initial mirror tilt angle even no voltage
difference applied (V=0).

Figure 3. Variation of pull-in angle as function of
size effect (l/t) for square cross-section beam (α=0.06
& β=0.84)

Figure 2. Relationship of applied voltage and the
mirror tilt angle (  ). Pull-in occurs for V values

Figure 4. Variation of pull-in angle as function of
size effect (l/t) for circular cross-section beam
(α=0.06 & β=0.84)

β=0.84)

3.2 Size dependent pull-in voltage

3.1. Size dependent pull-in angle

Influence of material length scale on the pull-in
voltage of the typical actuator (α=0.06 & β=0.84) is
demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6 for square crosssection and circular cross-section systems,
respectively. In these figures variation of PI is
plotted as a function of l/t for various D/t values. As
seen from these figures, size effect increases the
instability voltage of the torsional systems. In other
words, the pull-in voltage, provided by the modified
couple stress model, is higher than that predicted by
the classical torsion model. Furthermore, this
stiffening effect is more pronounced for larger values
of D/t
thickness of the torsional beam is comparable with
the intrinsic material length scale, classic continuum

above the critical value of voltage ( PI ) (α=0.06 &

Figure 3 depicts the variation of pull-in angle (PI) of
typical mirror (α=0.06 & β=0.84) as a function of the
size effect (l/t) for square cross-section mirrors.
Similarly, Figure 4 shows the variation of PI for
circular cross-section systems. These figures reveal
that size dependency of material characteristics have a
stiffening effect hence increase the pull-in angle of
the mirrors. Moreover, it is observed that increasing
the beam thickness (t) or decreasing the initial
separation (D) reduces the influence of size effect on
PI of the system. As seen when the thickness of the
torsional beam is comparable with the intrinsic
material length scale, the size effect might
substantially increase the pull-in angle of the system.
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theory is not reliable to compute the pull-in voltage of
ultra-small systems made of size-dependent materials.

voltage of the mirror is considerably affected by the
size effect even if vdW force is omitted from the
model. Furthermore,. The critical values of the vdW
attraction that can induce stiction in freestanding
nano-actuators and corresponding minimum gap have
been determined. The size effect decreases the
minimum gap due to its stiffening effect on elastic
resistance of nano-beams. The developed model is
able to predict the experimental results more
accurately than the previous classic models. The gap
between the experiment and theory can be reduced by
using the presented size-dependent model.
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Figure 5. Variation of pull-in voltage as function of
size effect (l/t) for square cross-section beam (α=0.06
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Figure 6. Variation of pull-in voltage as function of
size effect (l/t) for circular cross-section beam
(α=0.06 & β=0.84)
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